
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.-អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8វ មុិច (ឡ.ម) និង េគDយ លកE ិF (គ.ល)]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Lav Mech (LM) and Keuy Leakhena (KL)]  

 
[00:00]  
 
ខa b ំចង់បde ញឧបករណ៍មួយែដលេគmនរកnកo bង*រៈមនq ីរៃនចtកភពអង់េគwស។ 
ខa b ំសំុឱzបងជួយtmប់|េតDបងmនដងឹអ~ ីខw ះពីឧបករណ៍មួយេនះ? សូមបងជួយេរ�ប�ប់!  
I would like to show you an instrument that has been kept in the British Museum. I 
want you to share what you might know about this instrument. Please kindly 
describe!  
 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

េគេ�របស់េនះ| «អង� �ច»។ អង� �ចេនះ...ពុកខa b ំ�អ#កេធ~ D។ ដូចេនះេហDយ 
េទDបខa b ំ*� ល់|��អង� �ច។ ពុកខa b ំ�អ#កេស�ម�ប 
េហDយ�ត់រស់េ�កo bងភូមិtពះ�ក់។ �ត់�អ#កេធ~ Dអង� �ចមុនេគ។ 
អង� �ចេនះេធ~ Dពីឬស�ី។ �េធ~ Dេ�យៃដ េហDយពុកខa b ំ�អ#កេធ~ D។  
This instrument is called, ‘Angkuoch’. This Angkuoch… my father made it. That 
is why I know that it is called, ‘Angkuoch’. My father is a Siem Reaper and he 
lived in Preah Dak village. He was the first Angkuoch maker. This type of 
Angkuoch is made from bamboo. It is handcrafted and my father knew how to 
make it.  

 
ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 

ឧបករណ៍េនះ�អង� �ច។ ��អង� �ចេធ~ Dពីឬស�ី។ ��*# ៃដរបស់¤េគDយ។ ប1 ីខa b ំ! 
�ត់�អ#កេធ~ D។  
This instrument is called Angkuoch. It is made from bamboo. It is a work of Ta 
Keuy. My husband! He was a maker.  

 
[01:05]  
 
(សំណួរេ§ គ.ល) េហតុអ~ ីmន�បង¨ចដងឹ| ��*# ៃដរបស់ឪពុកបង? (សំណួរេ§ ឡ.ម) 
េហតុអ~ ីmន�ªយ¨ចដងឹ| ��*# ៃដរបស់េ.កប1 ីªយ?  
(To KL:) How do you know that it is made by your father? (To LM:) And why did you 
say it is a work of your husband?  
 
គ.ល៖  
KL: 

េt«ះេពលែដលខa b ំេមDលេ§ �ដូចនឹងអង� �ចែដល�ត់េធ~ Dេពលែដល�ត់េ�រស់ែដរ។ 
ដូចេនះmន�ខa b ំនិªយ| ��របស់�ត់។  
When I look at it, it is the same as the Angkuoch that he made when he was 
alive. So that is why I said it is an instrument of his.   
 
�ក់ែស1 ង ¤ំងពីខa b ំេកDតមក 
ខa b ំមិនែដលលឺអ#កFមួយ¨ចេធ~ Dអង� �ចេt®ពីឪពុកខa b ំេទ។ 
&នែតពុកខa b ំេទែដលេចះេធ~ D! មិនែដលលឺអ#កដៃទFេចះេធ~ Dេទ! 
¤ំងពីខa b ំេកDតមកកo bងអំឡ̄ង°# ំ១៩៩០។ មិនែដលេឃDញអ#កដៃទេធ~ D! ដូចេនះ 
�tបែហល�របស់ឪពុកខa b ំ។  
In fact, since I was born, I have never heard of any Angkuoch maker besides 
my father. Only my father knew how to make it. I have never heard about 
other makers! I was born in 1990. I have never seen other makers. Therefore, it 
was probably made by my father.  



 
[01:51]   
 
សt&ប់បង និងªយ េតDអ#ក·ងំពីរ&ន¨រម̧ណ៍ែបបFេ�េពលែដលេឃDញរបូ¹ពេនះ?  
For both of you, how do you feel when you see this picture?  
 
ឡ.ម៖  
LM: 

សt&ប់ខa b ំ េពលែដលេឃDញរបូ¹ពេនះ ខa b ំរ»េភDប និងនឹកដល់*# ៃដរបស់�ត់។ 
�ត់េចះេធ~ D េហDយ�ត់មិនែដលដឹង|&នតៃមwmនប៉ុេណ½ ះ។  
For me, when I see this picture, I feel very excited and miss his craft. He knew 
how to make [Angkuoch] but he never thought it could be valued like this.  

 
[02:18]   
 
គ.ល៖  
KL: 

េពលែដលេឃDញដំបូង ខa b ំរ»េភDប។ ខa b ំមិនែដលនឹក*̧ន| 
*# ៃដរបស់�ត់mនផ�ព~ផnយេ�|# កអ់ន1 រ�តិ។ េ�យ*រសូមÁីែតេ�កo bងtសក̄ 
េក̧ងខwះមិន*� ល់�ផង។ ដូចេនះ ខa b ំមិនដឹង|�&នតៃមwដល់|# ក់អន1 រ�តិ។ 
េពលែដលេឃDញអង� �ចេនះ ខa b ំនឹកដល់�ត់។ សt&ប់tគÂ*រខa b ំ 
អង� �ចដូច�តំFងឱz�ត់អÃÄ ឹង។ េពលែដលេឃDញអង� �ចេនះ 
�ដូច�តំFងឱzឪពុកខa b ំ។  
When I saw this at first, I was very excited. I never thought his craft had been 
promoted on the international level. Even locally, some people do not even 
know about it. So I had not thought it was very valuable. Seeing this 
Angkuoch, I miss him. For my family, Angkuoch represents him. When I see 
this, it is like my father’s representative.  

 
[02:56]  
 
េតDបងគិត| ÇររកntបៃពណីៃនÇរេធ~ Dអង� �ច 
និងÇរេលងអង� �ច&ន*រៈសំÈន់ែដរឬេទ? 
Is keeping the tradition of making and playing Angkuoch important to you?  
 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

ខa b ំគិត| �&ន*រៈសំÈន់ េ�យ*រែតអង� �ចេនះ�*# ៃដរបស់កូនែខ̧រ។ 
េគេធ~ D�េ�យៃដÉq ល់។ ឧបករណ៍េនះេធ~ Dពីឬស�ី េហDយ�េធ~ Dេ�យៃដÉq ល់។ 
��គំនិតៃច#tបឌិតរបស់ែខ̧រ។ េហDយេ�យ*រែតtគÂ*រខa b ំ និងឪពុកខa b ំេធ~ D 
ខa b ំ&នេ&ទកៈ¹ព។ មិនtតឹមែត�តិ*សន៍ែខ̧រ�អ#កេធ~ Dេទ 
អ#កែដលេធ~ DេËះ�ឪពុកខa b ំេទ�ត។ ខa b ំគិត| �&ន*រៈសំÈន់កo bងÇរែថរកn� 
ក៏ដូច�េលDកតៃមwរបស់�។  
I think it is very important because Angkuoch is made by Cambodians. It is a 
handcraft. It is made of bamboo and it is directly made by hands. It is the 
creativity of Khmer people. Since my father especially made it, I feel so proud. 
It is only Khmer who makes it, but the maker is my father. I think it is really 
important to preserve and promote its value.  

 
[03:44]  
 
សt&ប់ªយ េតDªយគិតª៉ងFែដរ? 
How about you, Yeay?  
 



ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 

ខa b ំក៏គិតអÃÄ ឹងែដរ។ tបសិនេបDេយDងេចះែថរកn ឱzេគ*� ល់ដល់|# ក់អន1 រ�តិ។ 
ខa b ំនឹកដល់¤។ �ត់mន*w ប់េហDយ 
េហDយ�ត់មិនែដលេឃDញ*# ៃដ�ត់ដល់|# ក់េនះ។  
I think that too. If you preserve and let people know about it on the 
international level… I miss my husband. He has passed away and he never saw 
his work being recognised like this.  

 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

ខa b ំគិត| tបសិនេបDេយDងែថរកn េក̧ងៗជំËន់េtÇយ¨ច*� ល់។ 
េនះ�ឧបករណ៍អង� �ចែដលេធ~ Dេ�tបេទសែខ̧រ េហDយ��*# ៃដរបស់កូនែខ̧រ។  
I think if we preserve it, young people in the next generation might come to 
know about it. It is Angkuoch and it is made in Cambodia. It is a handicraft of 
the Khmer.  

 
[04:26]  
 
សt&ប់បង និងªយ េតDអ#ក·ងំពីរគិត| 
អËគតរបស់អង� �ចនឹងេ§�ª៉ងFេ�ៃថÓÈងមុខ?  
For both of you, what do you think about the future of Angkuoch?  
 
ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 

េ�យ*រែតពិភពេ.កmនទទួល*� ល់េហDយ េ�ៃថÓÈងមុខ 
កូនែខ̧រគួរែតខិតខំេរ�នេធ~ D និងេធ~ Dឱz�ខÔង់ខÔស់។ 
មខុរបរេនះ�មុខរបររបស់ែខ̧រសុទÕ*ធ។ មិន&នេ�ងចtកផលិតេទ! �េធ~ Dេ�យៃដ។  
Since the world has recognised it, young people should learn to make and 
promote it in the near future. No manufacturer produces it. It is handmade.  
 

គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

ខa b ំគិត| tបសិនេបDេយDងtគប់�# យកចិត1ទុក�ក់េលDតេម× Dងអង� �ចេនះ 
ខa b ំគិត|�ពិត�លØ ។ េហDយបងបÙ Úនែដលេចះេធ~ Dអង� �ចេនះ 
ពួក�ត់ក៏¨ចជួយសt&លបនÛ bកtគÂ*ររបស់ពួក�ត់ែដរ។ មួយវ Üញេទ�ត 
��របស់�តិេយDង េហDយពួកេយDងេធ~ D�េ�យៃដ។  
I think if we start to pay attention and promote Angkuoch, I think it would be 
very good. And for those who know how to make it, they can also help to 
reduce a family’s burden. Another thing is that it belongs to our nation and it 
is made by hand.  

  
[05:25]  
 
ប៉ុែន1 េពលេនះ េតD*Ý ន¹ពរបស់អង� �ចេ�កo bងេខត1េស�ម�បª៉ងេម៉ចេហDយ?  
How is the situation of Angkuoch in Siem Reap currently?  

 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

�Þw ក់ចុះ។ អÃÄ ឹងេហDយmន�ខa b ំនិªយ| �¨ចនឹង*បសូនz។ 
&នមនុស�¹គតិចFស់ែដលេគយកអង� �ចេ§tបកប¨ជីវកម̧។ 
ទីផnររបស់�&នស¹ព*Ó ត់ េហDយអ#កទិញក៏ÉØ កទិញ។ 
��េហតុែដលេធ~ Dឱzប៉ះ«ល់ដល់អ#កេធ~ Dែដរ។ 
ពួកខa b ំអ#កេធ~ Dមិនដឹង|េធ~ DេហDយលក់ឱzអ#កF 



េហDយអ#កលក់ក៏មិនដឹង|លក់ឱzអ#កF។  េគមិនសូវឱzតៃមw។ ដូចេនះេហDយ 
�េចះែតបន1Þw ក់ចុះ�លំ�ប់។ 
It decreases. That is a reason why I say it could disappear. Only a small 
percentage of buyers buy Angkuoch for selling. The market does not work 
right and buyers also have stopped buying it. This affects the makers too. We 
makers do not know who to sell it to, and the buyers also do not know who to 
on-sell to. People do not value this instrument. So it has been decreasing 
dramatically.  

 
[06:06]  
 
េតDបងសងßឹម| �នឹង&នលកEណៈលØ tបេសDរេ�ៃថÓÈងមុខេទ?  
Do you hope that it will get better in the future?  
 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

ខa b ំសងßឹម| េ�ៃថÓអËគត�នឹងលØ tបេសDរ 
tបសិនេបDេយDង·ងំអស់�# ជួយេលDកតេម× Dង ជួយេធ~ D និងឱzតៃមwេ§េលDអង� �ច។ 
tបសិនេបDេយDងបែង~រចំFប់¨រម̧ណ៍មកàប់¨រម̧ណ៍េលDអង� �ច ...មិន|ែតអង� �ចេទ 
ខá bយក៏េ�យចុះ។  េ�យ*រ��ឧបករណ៍របស់ែខ̧រេយDង 
tបសិនេបDេយDងdកមកàប់¨រម̧ណ៍ ខa b ំគិត| �នឹងtបេសDរេឡDង។  
I hope that it will get better in the future if we help to promote, to make and 
give value to the Angkuoch. If we create interest in the Angkuoch… not only 
Angkuoch but also khloy [Khmer flute]. Since they are Cambodia’s instruments, 
if you start to pay attention to them, I think it will get better.  

 
[06:37]   
 
ចុះចំែណកªយវ Üញ?  
How about you, Yeay?  
 
ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 

ខa bកំគ៏ិត|អÃÄ ឹងែដរ។ tបសិនេបDេយDងេលDកតេម× Dង 
ៃថÓេtÇយកូនែខ̧រេយDងនឹង&នមុខរបរេនះតេ§េទ�ត។ �នឹងមិន*បសូនz។ 
�េធ~ Dេ�យៃដÉq ល់។ �មិន&នេ�ងចtកអ~ ីផលិតេទ គឺ�េធ~ Dេ�យៃដÉq ល់។  
I think so too. If you help to promote it, Cambodian people in the next 
generation would continue to make it. It will not be lost. It is a handicraft. It 
does not have a manufacturer to make it: it is made by hands.  

 
[07:13]  
 
េតDអ#ក·ងំពីរ&ន*រអ~ ីេ§Çន់មនុស�tគប់�# ជុំ វ Üញពិភពេ.ក?  
Do you have any message to people around the world?  
 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

និªយេ§ែម៉! េតDែម៉ចង់É1 េំផãDអ~ ?ី  
Please speak, mum! What message do you want to share?  
 

ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 



ខa b ំសូមÉ1 េំផãDឱzពិភពេ.កទទួល*� ល់*# ៃដែខ̧រកo bងÇរេធ~ Dអង� �ចេនះ។ 
�េធ~ Dេ�យកូនែខ̧រ។ �េធ~ Dេ�យៃដÉq ល់។ ៃថÓមុខេ§ សូមទទួល*� ល់ 
និងtប�ជនែខ̧រtបកបរបរអង� �ចេនះឱzmនធំទូ.យ។ ឱzពិភពេ.កទទួល*� ល់!  
I would like to tell people around the world to recognise Angkuoch from 
Cambodia. It is made by Cambodians. It is a handicraft. Please recognise so 
that Cambodian people can make their Angkuoch sales bigger! Please 
recognise!  

 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

ចុងេtÇយ ខa b ំក៏ចង់É1 េំផãDឱzកូនែខ̧រdកមក*� ល់ឧបករណ៍បុ�ណែខ̧រ 
មិនែមន&នែតស� រ tទ និងàបុីេទ ែតេយDងក៏&នអង� �ច។ �ក៏�ឧបករណ៍ែខ̧រែដរ។ 
�េធ~ Dេ�យៃដ និងេធ~ Dេ�យtប�ជនេ�កo bងtសក̄ែខ̧រ។ 
tបសិនេបDេយDងចង់ឱztប�ជនកo bងtសក̄ និងអន1 រ�តិ 
សូមdកមកឱzតៃមwអង� �ចផង។ �េធ~ Dេ�យៃដសុទÕ*ធ។ េធ~ Dេ�យឬស�ីសុទÕ*ធ។ 
អត់&នអ~ េីt®ពីឬស�ី! សូមអ#កtគប់�# àប់¨រម̧ណ៍េលDអង� �ច!  
Ultimately, I would request of all Cambodian people to think about 
Cambodia’s traditional musical instruments. We do not have only drum, tro 
[Khmer fiddle] or Chapei, but we also have Angkuoch. It is also a Khmer 
instrument. It is a handicraft and made by local people. If we want local people 
and foreigners to promote the value of Angkuoch… it is a handicraft. Just 
bamboo! Please start to think about Angkuoch, everyone!  

 
អរគុណបង!  
Thank you!  

 
គ.ល៖ 
KL: 

អរគុណ!  
Thanks!  

 
អរគុណªយ!  
Thanks, Yeay!  
 
ឡ.ម៖ 
LM: 

àស!  
Yes!  
 

[08:13 - END]  
 


